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Wicked: The Life and Times of the Wicked Witch of the West, Maguire's first
novel, shows the reader a potential for escaping societal limits of gender construction.
Varied gender constructs become more accessible in a world of the fantastic because of
the reader's release of reality and the fall into fantasy. The composition of gender ranges
across a wide spectrum and the characters become a motley illustration of what is
possible without the constraints of our modern realistic society. Yet, the author' s own
experiences within American Society affect all of the interactions amongst these fantasy
characters. His gender deconstructions are not placed in the here and now, but in the
fantastical world of Oz, thus creating a space for the exploration of gender. According to
Gayatri Spivak "the only things one really deconstructs are the things into which one is
intimately mired" (Seldon). Gregory Maguire' s Wicked deals with the conflict between
the characters' abjection and the characters finding a homogenous space, but these
opposed ideals create a chasm within the construction of gender performativity, placing
the protagonist, Elphaba, in the forefront of gender deconstruction. Analysis of this text
must concentrate on the agency of the characters, including their actions and the language
they utilize to stake their claims in this negotiation of gender.
Both Maguire and Elphaba attempt to create Butler's homogenous space, a space
free from gendered constructs. Elphaba cannot adequately abject that which is not her, or
reach a homogenous state, though either gender performativity or gender deconstruction.
It is this ultimate failure that dooms Elphaba to her fate. If at any point she bad
succeeded, she would not have been placed in Dorothy's path. If she was able to cast off
her green skin and her family's sin, she might have been able to avoid Fiyero when she
went into hiding. Her mother's gendered si n as an adulteress casts its shadow upon
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Elphaba's life and Elphaba has an affair with Fiyero. Her father 's lack of faith in his God
creeps into Elphaba's lack of faith in herself when she is supposed to kill Madame
Morrible. If she had succeeded in killing Madame Morrible, Fiyero might not have been
killed and she might have been conscious for the birth of Liir. If she had succeeded in
telling Sarima about Fiyero sooner, she would not have still been in the castle when
Dorothy arrived.
For the self-aware being, fantastic or real, abjection is a life-long battle beginning
at birth and ending at death. Abjection is the casting off of excrement or pollution, it is
the act of abolishing that which "disturbs identity, system, order" (Kristeva 4). Wicked
takes the reader through the entire passage ofElphaba's life, and thus documents her
battle with gender and abjection.
Elphaba's battle to abject the things and people that quest for her destruction
begins at her birth. Her birth coincides with a visit from the Time Dragon. This ancient
mechanism urges the townspeople to kill Father Frex, Mother Melena, and the child
Melena is canying, Elphaba. The murders never occur because a cloaked figure hides
Frex in a basement and saves him from a drunken horde. Melena is saved by the women
who are attending to her while she is in labor. They take her to a hypothetically safe
place and she avoids death. Yet it is here that Elphaba's life-long battle begins. The
women, with Melena in tow, come "upon a foggy copse. The edge of the graveyard for
unconsecrated corpses" (Maguire 19). It is within this graveyard that Elphaba is born.
Her birth place symbolically damns her.
Elphaba is born amongst corpses. According to Kristeva, "The corpse seen
without God and outside of science, is the utmost of abjection. It is death infecting life"
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(Kristeva 4). A cesspool of disease and infection, the presence of the corpses at her birth
symbolically infects her with death. Looking at the birth from this point of view,
Elphaba is infected (or at very least intimately connected) with death from birth. There
are several times within the text that attempts are made on her life. Several characters
close to her are killed because of their association with her demonstrating her carrier
status by infecting others with death.
The scene of Elphaba's birth marks her gender as innately problematic. At first
glance this connection with death does not seem to collate to gender, but upon further
investigation it speaks to all of the gendered tensions within the text. Maguire uses this
text as a commentary upon a society that expects a binary. At the point one does not fit
into the societally expected binary that individual is then abjected from that society. The
abjected are marginalized geographically, culturally, and linguistically.
According to K.risteva, abjection comes in many forms, via excretion, dung, blood
or bile, and often the cultural demonstration of excretion or abjection is done by
physically placing characters on the outskirts of society (65). Maguire abjects Elphaba in
his placement of the residences that she considers home. Maguire places the concept of
home on the outermost boundaries of society. Elphaba is born in Rush Margins in an
area that is sparsely populated. Frex, Elphaba's father, sends for people to check on
Melana, his wife, on the day that Elphaba is born, thus signifying that their place of
inhabitance is off the beaten track. Later in the text Elphaba attempts to escape the
pressures of Madame Morrible and flees to Oz. She techn ically lives in the city, but her
"home" is out in an industrial district in an abandoned building. Here, she attempts to
live without outside contact, but fails when she is tracked down, quite li terally, by Fiyero,
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who eventually becomes her lover. After the failure of this living situation she eventually
makes her way to Fiyero's castle, amongst the rocky mountains of a mral area. Here she
thrives and works on the things in life that are important to her. But she is again drawn
back to her past first by her sister's tyranny and then her sister's death. No matter how
many times she attempts to abject 'self,' or the labels imposed on self, by inhabiting
different obscure places, there is always someone there bringing her back into a
normative society in one way or another. The things that are cast off are placed
geographically away from the individual because of the fear that the undesirable might
infect. Thus Elphaba's self-chosen placement away from society signifies her perception
of society as excrement.
Kristeva uses dung in reference to excrement in her description of casting off
what is ' not me.' If the act of a bowel movement is looked at as an excretion, then other
forms of excretion can be included in the act of abjection. One form of excretion is the
shedding of tears. Although this form of excretion is not typically noted because it does
not "have any polluting value," Elphaba's allergy to water creates an adverse relationship
between her and her tears (Kristeva 7 1). The wording that tears are a fluid that must be

shed, or set apart, from the body, further verifies the concept of crying as abjection.
Applied to Maguire's Wicked, one can look at this specific example of Elphaba crying.
She rarely shows strong emotion, so on the infrequent occasions that she does, it is highly
notab le. After a confrontation with Fiyero, she begins to cry, "'Oh damn, tears, they burn
like fire ,' she cried, suddenly in a fury, and ran for an old blanket to dab her eyes before
the salty wetness could run down her cheeks" (Maguire 191). This simple passage
shows Elphaba' s yearning to abject, as well as the painfulness that the simplest form of
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abjection brings to her. In her attempts to abject she always, inevitably, fails. This
episode offers greater complexity when gender performativity is involved. Expected
feminine gender perforrnativity makes it the female' s obligation to be emotional, and to
show overt displays of emotion. When Elphaba cannot perform her 'required' gender
performativity, the critical reader questions whether self-labeling is possible in her case.
According to Spivak, deconstruction allows you to view "the ways your in which
you are complicit with what you are so carefully and cleanly opposing" (Seldon). On
several occasions she attempts to abject by deconstruction. Elphaba attempts to state
what she is and is not, but always fail s at these descriptions. She cannot deconstruct
herself. "I have no colleagues" she states, which seems as though she is separating
herself from all that is not her but she then goes on to say "I have no self. .. I am just a
muscular twitch in the larger organism"(Maguire 198-9). She places herself as a part of a
larger organism and completely refuses the possibility of self. She later does this again
stating, "I am not the arrow head, I am not the dart, I am just the shaft, the quiver," even
though she clearly states what she is not, she makes herself a part of a whole (206).
Describing herself as such demonstrates her core inability to differentiate between what is
her and not her. Furthermore, Elphaba describes herself as a shaft, a blatantly phallic
symbo l. The connotations of this statement lead the critical reader to question Elphaba's
internalized gender identity.
In Maguire's construction of Elphaba as a character he creates an abject body.
Elphaba's corporeal presence defines her as abject from typical society. She is born with
green skin and razor sharp teeth. Becau se of her sharp teeth, she cannot breast feed,
creating an instantaneous abjection from her mother. She is also marked in her allergy to
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water. She is abject from normative biology by her allergy to a basic necessity for
sustaining life. There are several points within the text that her corporeal sex is also
questioned. In Elphaba's physical sexual ambiguity one can find another of the
beginnings of Maguire's gender deconstmction. Melena, Elphaba's mother, expects to
give birth to a boy, and when Elphaba is born there is further confusion about her sex.
'Another willful boy,' said the fishwife, sighing. 'Shall we kill it'
'Don't be nasty to i t,' said the crone, 'it's a girl.'
'Hah,' said the bleary-eyed maiden, ' look again, there 's the
weather vane'
For a minute they were in disagreement, even with the child naked
before them. Only after a second and third rub was it clear that the child
was indeed feminine.

(20)

Though Elphaba's physical gender construction begins as unclear, Maguire makes a
conscious choice to refer to Elphaba as 'she.' This is not the only instance in which
Elphaba's physical sex comes into question. In her affair with Fiyero, he notices that she
will not make Jove without her scarf. Then one evening as she is sleeping, her scalf rides
up. Fiyero notices, "an odd shadow near the groin ... was it a scar?" (197). Tt is in these
moments of corporeal sexual ambiguity that Maguire makes strides with the female
character. His use of a female who verges on the brink of having been a male gives
Maguire room to play with reader's expectations of her as a character.
Gender deconstruction begins with the character "cleanly opposing" an aspect of
herself (Seldon). In Elphaba's case she cannot cleanly oppose that which troubles her.
"And the skin , oh yes, the skin was as green as sin;" her green skin is looked upon as a
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blemish for her mother's or father's sins (Maguire 24). Since she can never shed her skin
she is forced to always be apart of the people, places, and happenings that she wishes to
abject. Her green skin plagues her throughout the text. It marks her in a way that cannot
be hidden or concealed. And because of her allergy to water she is unable to cleanse
herself. At the point she cannot even clean the very thing, the body, that defines her,
Maguire is making a conscious statement about abjection. If the thing one wishes to
abject is the very thing that one cannot change about herself, then failure to abject is
inevitable.
According to Judith Butler, gender performativity is constructed through
"repetition and recitation" (Seldon). Elphaba' s gender construction often attempts to
reach the homogenous space that Butler speaks of but falls short. Her gender
performativity is very ambiguous. One socially expected defining aspect of feminine
gender performativity is the so-called maternal instinct. Although it is a socially
expected instinct can it be considered instinct when some women do not feel compelled
to act maternally? In Elphaba's case she lacks any strong maternal instinct. This could
be explained by the fact that she does not recall being pregnant, or giving birth, although
Maguire implies she is Liir's mother. There are several allusions to the fact that Liir is
Fiyero's son but not Sarima's child, therefore he must be Elphaba' s son. Then there is
the case of Liir nearl y drowning in the well. During his disappearance, Elphaba barely
notices and it is only after the discovery of Liir's half dead body that Elphaba gets upset.
"The icicle that Elphaba trained he gaze on ... broke like a lance from the eaves and drove
whistling downward and caught [Manek] in the skull" (Maguire 286). This quote
suggests that Elphaba influences the ic icl e to drop and kill Manck. In this regard, her
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vengeance seems to be evidence of a maternal instinct. But this is the only time that she
seems to play into this role. Sarima's children often pick on Liir prior to this incident and
Elphaba never speaks up in his defense although she does so for the animals and herself.
Elphaba's failure as a parent seems very reminiscent of the same failures of her own
parents. This is a repetition of Elphaba's failure to abject what is other or to find a
homogenous space.
Butler "would like to have it permanently unclear what that sign signifies"
(Seldon). Many authors attempt to create Butler's homogenous space within their texts.
Maguire's designed gender construction of Elphaba allows her to negotiate that space
even if she never acquires it. During Elphaba's and Fiyero's first sexual encounter she
cries, " no, no, I'm not a harem, I'm not a woman, I'm not a person" (Maguire 191). This
is not just a statement of Elphaba' s ambiguity, but stretches further, attempting to cast off"
all labels imposed upon her. Elphaba's attempt to use the language that confines her to
cast off the labels of that same language has place upon her places Elphaba in a linguistic
paradox. She desperately wishes to live in a space without confining labels, but just as
she was unable to abject gendered self, she is unable to reach that pinnacle.
The inability to deconstruct her gender can be found in her attempts to change her
name. Her given name is E lphaba, but every time she takes on a new identity her name
changes. In a few instances within the text, there is a space for Elphaba away from the
societal constructs, where she attempts to free herself of the labels that had previously
bound her. In the first part of the story she is born and given the name Elphaba. Durin g
this time her father secretly calls her "Fabala," as a pet name (Maguire 38). The secret
unification of father and daughter, builds a bond between the two. Until the age of two,

-
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Elphaba lives generally without any labels. "Elphaba, on all fours advanced on the
uneven planks of the flooring. She bared her teeth ... and roared ... as if she were a dragon
child ...and peed on the floor, and sniffed her urine with satisfaction and disgust"
(Maguire 44). Her actions were those of one refusing to come into the presupposed ideals
of a person. She did not talk until she was ready and her first word was "Horrors" (54). It
is a word that Turtle Heart, her sister's father, uses and Elphaba repeats. Thus, language
unites her with the one character within the text who seems to cast off all gender
constructs. It is in her late twenties and early thirties that Elphaba can again find a space
free from labels. She is living by herself within the Emerald City, but working for a
covert agency that hopes to overthrow the Wizard. During this time, she goes by the
name of "Fae," a self-chosen name (191). She lives in a space that is not a home, but a
converted storeroom. She lives without company from anyone but her cat and lives
under an assumed name. She again casts off her label during her time at Kiamo Ko.
Here she is called "Auntie," a generic name that lacks any personal identity, except for
gender (248). It is during this period of her life that she becomes closest to casting of all
of her former self. Sarima's family does find out Elphaba's given name when her nanny
comes to visit.
Eventually, Elphaba gains the moniker of "The Wicked Witch of the West." This
societal label becomes an ironic twist of language since at no time during the story does
Elphaba do anything truly wicked. Ironically, every time Elphaba does act supposedly
wicked it is a provoked action, and it is in the attempted refraining from combat Lhat the
reader can identify Elphaba as a female, passivity being a expected fe minine gender
construct. As many times as Elphaba attempts to cast off these labels, she is ultimately
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left in the position of re-labeling herself. So if she is not Elphaba she is Fae (191), or
Auntie (248). Giving up one label for another just results in the same problem, being
trapped by language that expects gender.
Until the point that Elphaba speaks, she floats within homogenous space and
simultaneously completely abjects a society defined by language. She reaches
instantaneous abjection from her mother because of her sharp teeth. Birth, the first step
of abjection from the mother, the cutting of the umbilical cord, is supposed to be the first
step in abjection between mother and child. The process should then proceed to the
child's weaning off of the breast milk and the final step is the acquisition of language.
But Elphaba is immediately abject. According to Kristeva, "Discourse is being
substituted for maternal care, and with it a fatherhood belonging more to the realm of the
ideal than of the superego" (Kristeva 45). She refuses language, therefore, she refuses
the paternal, and creates a self-chosen paternal identity by identifying herself with
Turtleherut with the word "horrors" (Maguire 54). She is not constrained by the
discourse about the feminine object. Therefore, she becomes simultaneously labeled and
free from those labels, because of her inability to understand, or more precisely, her
cognitive dissonance of language. Thus, she abjects herself from the "things into which
one is intimately mired" (Spivak). Deconstructing both her self and the mother child
relationship by ignoring the process that is typically taken from birth. Yet, within this
space where she rejects even her mother to make herself abject, she is in homogenous
space free from the labels that attempt to confine indi victuals. "Perhaps littJe green
Elphaba chose her own sex and her own co lor, and to hell with her parents" (Magui re
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31). Tills may be very true, but at the point that Elphaba speaks, she joins the realm of
social constructs and will spend her life negotiating her biology and psychology.
The works of Kri steva and Butler are highly influenced by Freud and
psychoanalysis. If one views gender through the lens of psychoanalysis, then when
dissecting gender constmcts within this analysis, it becomes obvious that the parents
must be analyzed. The term "parents" must be broadened for a proper analysis of
Elphaba since she has one mother and two fathers, neither of the fathers being biological,
but both effecting her development as a character and a child. "The Oedipian triangle.
According to that trope the father is the mainstay of the law and the mother is the
prototype of the object" (Kristeva 34). Although the father is always addressed first, the
mother actually pre-exists the father. The child bonds first with the mother. The object
pre-exists the discourse; without the object the discourse would not exist. The discourse
then evolves, formatting regulations and laws upon the child and by doing so abjecting
the child farther from the mother. The paternal law then requires the child to then enter
into the discourse about the object, the mother.
According to Kristeva, "The child can serve its mother as token of her own
authentication" (Kristeva 13). The child's existence then validates the mother's
existence. At the point the mother is not authentic, the devaluing of the mother is passed
on to the child. Elphaba is a bastard as a result of her mother's phil andering. When
Melena is asked about he r extramarital relationships, in attempts to identify Elphaba's
biological father, Melena tries to deny the fact that she is lustful. Nanny replies th at
when Melena was younger, "you changed your perfumed undergarments more than once
a day. You were lusty and sneaky and good at it" (Maguri e 28). Melena's later affair
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with Tutleheart confirms this opinion. After much discussion Melena finally answers "I
don't know the answer to your question ... But I remember once when a tinker with a
funny accent game me a draft of some heady brew from a green glass bottle" (29). She
does not recall having sex with the stranger. Her absence of memory mirrors her
absence of consciousness during Elphaba' s birth. Melena does not have an authentic
relationship with Elphaba's biological or psychological father.
According to Judith Butler, the maternal body is "an effect or consequence of a
system of sexuality in which the female body is required to assume maternity as the
essence of it self and the law of it's desire" (Butler 118). At the point that Melena does
not perform this socially required gender construct, she abjects the responsibility of this
aclion thrust upon her by cultural expectations of ' mother.' She assumes no
responsibility for the maternal care of Elphaba and enlists Nanny's help to fulfill the
child's basic needs . Melena assumes no responsibility for the child's color, which is a
result of an extramarital affair. Instead, she blames her promiscuity, and the resulting
abnormalities on Frex's frequent absences. She assumes no responsibility for the child's
well-being. When Nanny questions if Elphaba's green ski n color might be a result of
infection within the womb, Melena's first thought is of her own safety. On the day of
Elphaba' s birth Melena, still very pregnant, speaks of the child as a parasite. This
abjection of her mother's maternal expectations later frees Elphaba of her gendered
requirement, the maternal instinct. The instantaneous abj ection of mother and child, and
the abjection of gendered requirements, would seem to create Melena as an abjecl
character, but in her gendered performativity she is marked. Melena is labeled.
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Melena's gender performativity is that of a harlot. If gender performativity is
created though "repetition and recitation" and she acts promiscuous and lustfully
repeatedly within the text then she falls under that preconceived gender construction
(Seldon). "If a frolic of elves scampered through the yard she would leap on them for
company, for sex, for murder" (Maguire 32). Maguire allows for Melena to embody a
recognizable gender constmct. In conjunction with recognizable social commentary, this
affords the reader the ability to juxtapose Melena to characters like Elphaba, Princess
Nastoya and others. The recognizable gender construct of a harlot contrasts to the gender
construct of Frexspar, Melena's husband.
The gender construct of Frexspar is more loosely woven. Maguire creates
Frexspar as a middle of the road gender construct. Maguire's descriptions of Frex as a
character are more complex than the idea of the ultra religious straight man. "He
fastened a clasp of bone and rawhide at the nape of his neck ... He applied some coal dust
to darken his eyebrows, a smear of red wax on his flat cheeks. He shaded his lips"
(Maguire 7). A reader from American modern society might rec,td this passage and make
the connection with transvestitism. Within the free-floating labyrinth of Maguire's
society this act is understood because, "A handsome priest attracted more penitents then a
homely one" (7). Frex's sexual identity is further revealed when Turtle Heart comes to
stay with the family. After Turtle Heart tells of his vis ion of destruction of the Quadlings
and his quest to warn the Ozma of the impending doom, Frex and Turtle Heart become
very physically close upon a log. According to Nanny, they were, "flirting like
schoolgirls" (6 1). Frex and Turtle Heart turn to each other in and for comfo rt and Nanny
puts the men down for their "oddity" (60). Toward the end of the book Frex confirms the
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intimacy of the relationship between the two men. Elphaba asks her father if he was in
love with Turtle Heart. He responds, "We both were. We shared him ...Your mother and
I did" (320). Turtle Heart then becomes a symbolic representation of the space between
Melena's gendered abjection and Frex's homogenous space.
"Reason and mind are associated with masculinity and agency, while the body
and nature are considered to be the mute facticity of the feminine" (Butler 48). The text
repeatedly defines Turtle Heart, the character who demonstrates the most inconsistency in
gender perfmmativity, by his body and his association with nature. His body marks him
as primitive. "He was large of ankle and thick of foot, slender about the waist and
shoulders and thick again in the neck- as if he had been make on a lathe and worked too
briefly at the extremities. His hands ... seemed like beasts with minds of their own"
(Maguire 34). Turtle Heart is a Quadling, and before the text even tells the reader that
the Quadlings are thought to be tribal and primitive people, his body defines him as such.
The aesthetic pe1fection of the human body is often described as symmetrical , sculpted,
and proportionate. The concept of being "worked too briefly" does not qualify him for
these adjectives, and yet Melena finds him attractive (34). Primitive beings are often
associated with animals, or animalistic qualities and by describing his hands as beasts, the
text affirms thi s association.

His speech also defines him as primitive. It is not

structured properly and his verbs often are in the infinitive: "to forgive" (34), " to
answer," "to visit" (35), "to blow" (36). Although his corporeal gender is male, his
corporeal identity is also primiti ve. Therefore he is objectified and subjectified
simultaneously, bridging a gap between the masculine and feminine gender co nstructs.
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As Maguire reveals more about the Quadlings, it becomes obvious that they are
natural people, in tune with the world around them. They are described as having a
connection with the earth. Turtle Heart describes the land as beautiful but says that "it
only to suppmt life by careful planning and cooperation" (Maguire 55). This cooperation
with the land shows an instinctual understanding of life as a balance. The engineers,
hired to plan a highway through Quadling country, subjectify the Quadlings because of
the rubies beneath the soil in their land. The Quadlings are treated as animals or less than
the animals, because at this time in Oz, Animals still had their rights, whereas, the
Quadlings have none. " Quadlings to argue, and to pray and to testify, and cannot win
with words" (56). Their voices are not heard at all. When the Law refuses to recognize
their voice, the Law removes the power of language. By disconnecting this group from
language, they can then truly subjectify them. This separation of language becomes a
reoccurring theme. The urge to silence the dissenting opinion, and to remove
individualistic and cultural identity, is a patriarchal societal construct.
Elphaba identifies herself by her causes and beliefs. This identity begins with the
Quadlings and branches into her association with the Animals. Through much of the
story Elphaba shows a natural affection for 'Animals.' Her affinity for Animals, stems
from her time spenl as a child in Quadling country. Within the text, Elphaba
continuously associates herself with the exploited and mistreated. Often the recipients of
this treatment are the Animals. Since Elphaba identifies herself in this way it is important
to explore lhe Animals with whom she is associated (including Dr. Dillamond, a Goat
and a professor at Shiz and Princess Nastoya, a Scrow princess she meets in the
Grasslands).
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Princess Nastoya demonstrates that "Abjection is a precondition of narcissism"
(Kristeva 13). Kristeva's works center on the primal need to separate one's self from the
things that are considered 'not me.' Maguire's Princess Nastoya is an Elephant who
Elphaba encounters upon her journey to Fiyero's castle. Princess Nastoya makes only a
brief appearance within the novel, but she shows agency for abjection. In the initial
description of the Princess, she has upon "her shoulders ... two dyspeptic-looking crows"
and "her shoulders were speckled with crow droppings" (Maguire 235). This seems to go
against the act of abjecting. But this description precedes Nastoya exposing her true form
and is thus symbolic of abjection. This presentation sets up Nastoya to dramatically cast
off this-excrement later. As she abjects her human form, she reveals herself as an
Elephant and "raised her trunk and sniffed the wind ... [and] pissed hugely in a streaming
flow, with dignity and nonchalance, eyes firmly latched on Elphaba" (238). This action

of being covered in another species' excrement alludes to Nastoya's confinement within a
societal construct that keeps her from inhabiting her natural form. For her to then cast off
waste as she exposes her natural self marks Princess Nastoya as an abject character. Her
display of pride and dignity characterizes her as a woman with a definite/abject identity.
"Prohibition and ideal are j oined in a single character in order to signify that the
speaking being has no space of its own but stands on a fragile threshold" (Kristeva 84).
The being exists in this space for two reasons first because it is abject from society and
secondly because it maintains its ability to speak. Th is acqui sition and perpetuation of
language identifies the being from the society that desperately wishes to cast he/she/it
out. Princess Nastoya uses language to identify herself and create a barrier between her
self and everything else. In the first encounter of Princess Nastoya, she is introduced as

L__
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"The Princess Nastoya" (Maguire 235). She is not just ' Princess Nastoya ' but 'The
Princess Nastoya. ' The use of the article the makes the title a definitive article. This
adds greater specificity to the title itself. The title also seems to establish a finite gender
for the Princess.
The way Princess Nastoya describes herself displays that her corporeal being has
agency. "I choose to live as a changeling ... I choose to live as a human over the
dangerous liberty of my own powerful form" (Maguire 238). These simple words hold
numerous suggestions of self-definition. First of all, she describes herself as a
changeling. A changeling is a creature out of folklore that was left by faeries in place of
a child (Dictionary of Mythology, Folklore and Symbols 311). This ' child' is not human
and it does not belong to the 'parents.' It is abject. It is the thing that must be cast away,
excreted. Princess Nastoya labels herself as the thing abjected from society. Yet, she
makes the statement that this is a chosen path, a chosen identity. This situation creates a
never-ending spiral of the abject rejecting the norm and the norm rejecting the abject.
The abject-being claims that she does not want to identify with the 'norm.' She is above
normative society, both parties simultaneously looking down upon one another.
Furthermore, she describes herself as "powerful" and "dangerous" (238). Through
language she perceives herself as something to be feared and respected.
Princess Nastoya's corporeal presence creates gender ambiguity. The title of
'Princess' creates the label of female, but she is an Elephant. She states that "An
Elephant is a hunted thing in these times" (Maguire 238). She is described several ways
during her exposure of her elephant form, but she is never described as having tusks.
(Amongst Asian elephants the female elephant does not have tusks.) Therefore, her
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corporeal identity of female also saves her from being hunted, since the Scrow wear ivory
as ornamentation; "men and women sat alike on horseback, ... in blue ribbon and ivory
bangles" (235). Though the title of Princess marks her as female the symbolism of a
trunk eludes to gender ambiguity, through the use of a blatantly phallic symbol. The
novel demonstrates a failure of both sexes and their ability to rule. Ozma falls, Nessarose
falls, Fiyero falls ; yet, it seems that Nastoya's possession of corporeal ambiguity
separates her from other failed rulers. Princess Nastoya demonstrates mutual respect for
the people among whom she lives. The Scrow know she is not a Goddess and that she is
an Elephant, and they accept her in a time that Animals are treated as subordinates.

In

this way her gender identity is not abject. There is no clear labeling of internal gender.
She speaks to this when Elphaba questions her choice to live as a changeling. Princess
Nastoya states that " the interior doesn ' t change, . .. except by self-involvement. Of which
be not afraid and also beware" (239). Princess Nastoya owns her internal identity and
views it as an entity which only she can influence. She recognizes herself as a being
who will only respond to self-labeling, thus giving herself agency. At the point that she
gives herself agency, only she can take that away. She attempts to share this insight with
Elphaba.
"One must keep open the wound where he or she who enters into the analytic
adventure is located - a wound that the professional establishment, along with the cynism
of the times and of institutions, will soon manage to close up" (Kristeva 27). This quote
seems to be speaking not to abjection, but to a homogenous state. Maguire' s inclusion of
Animals within hj s text breaks the natural binary that has been pre-established by both Oz
and American society. It is not A or B. It is not masculine or femjnine. It is somethin g
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else. It is floating out there in homogenous space. Within this space the individual is not
tethered to language, or social constructs. Although the Animals within the text are given
gender, this is not how they define themselves and this is not how they are defined by
others. This concept of Animal seems to be Maguire's answer to breaking the binary.
"This perpetual displacement constitutes a fluidity of identities that suggests an
openness to resignification and recontextualization" (Butler 176). During the scene at the
Philosophy Club the staged participants are described as a woman, a man, and a Tiger.
The Tiger is never given a corporeal sex; he is simply refened to as the Tiger. He is the
embodiment of the homogenous space in thi s highly sexualized scene. The scene depicts
a threesome between the Tiger, a male, and a female. The Tiger's head is between the
female 's legs and a male is strapped to his stomach. B y being sexually involved with
both sexes simultaneously, he literally casts off all preconceived gender constructions.
The Tiger is literally placed between the male and female, becoming a symbolic form for
the fluidity of the homogenous space .
. By viewing the Animals w ithin the text as naturally homogenous, gender becomes
Jess of an issue and the issue then becomes the space itself. Elphaba associates herself
with Dr. Dillamond, by Maguire creating a bond between these two characters he builds
yet another connection between Elphaba and gender ambiguity. Dr. Dillamond gains
agency by simply existing in the corporeal body of a Goat. By living everyday in a body
that does not conform to an expected identity, his actions move toward embodying a
homogenous space. It is here that Language becomes the focus of his display of agency.
"The body gains meaning within discourse only in the context of power re lations"
(Butler 11 7). The nove] guides the reader through a time from Animal freedom to

..

..
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Animal subjugation. Dr. Dillamond is introduced fairly early in the book, when he shares
a train compartment with Galinda. He attempts to make conversation with her and she
states that she does not speak to strangers. He replies, "Then I will introduce myself and
we will be strangers no longer. I am Dillamond" (Maguire 66). Princess Nastoya' s and
Dr. Dillamond's introduction are the exact opposite of each other. He speaks for himself.
He defines himself by only one label, his name. He does not even add the title "doctor,"
even though the title signifies his education and countless years of study. He addresses a
person who flaunts her obvious disdain for his societally labeled corporeal inferiority, yet
he feels no need to validate himself, his identity or his body. He establishes his
immediate identity through his name only. Oz is demonstrative of Kristeva's open
wound, but as with all wounds they will heal and the result is again abjection. It would
seem that a healed wound would be the ideal state for a body. But the open wound
allows for more possibilities. The open wound allows for an interchange between the
external and the internal. Although the open wound can become infected, the infection is
often beneficial. Infections help build the immune system. And even if the wound heals,
the scar is left. A physical point of reference for that particular affliction will always
remain
Dr. Dill amond is also constrained by poetry. Kristeva states that art and poetry
are a form of abj ection. Poetic purification is the concept prior to abjection. Poetry
assigns rhythm and harmony to the chaotic abject and thus, since the poet cannot separate
him/herself from the impurities, the poetry allows the poet to inflict order upon the
chaotic (Kristeva 28). Within Oz the decidedly "chaotic" is the Animal population .
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Dming the course of "Gillikin," the second part of the book, Animals are facing the
pressures of the Wizard and the new Laws created by him.
Alas! For impropriety,
The guillotine of piety.
To remedy society
Indulge not to satiety
In mirth and shameless gaiety.
Choose sobering sobriety.
Behave as if the deity,
Approaches in its mystery.
Let your especial history
Be built upon sorority
Whose Virtues do exemplify,
And Social Good thus multiply.

Animals should be seen and not heard.

(84)

Madam Morrible tries to use language to confiscate language from the oppressed. The
poem's "guillotine of piety" suggests that this process is clean and clear-cut. Language
and the revocation of language are never clean or clear-cut. However, language attempts
to always limit and structure possible meanings but words have multiple meanings and
thus the when used in differentiating combinations the meanings multiply. The attempts
of language to act as a grid and sift through possibilities becomes tricky because
sometimes undesired meanings are included in acceptable ones. Dr. Dillamond has the
possess ion on language and reasoning. These characte ristics typical ly mark humanity but
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the acquisition of language by Animals makes the process of sifting them out of Oz
difficult. The Wizard and his minions, like Madame Morrible, subjectify the Animals
mirrors the way the engineers subjectified the Quadlings. And at the point they cannot
speak and their voices are not recognized, then they can be traded and treated as property.
They can be subjectified and subordinated.
"In marking off the very domain of what is subject to repression, exclusion
operates prior to repression - that is, in the delimitation of the Law and its objects of
subordination" (Butler 71). The Wizard can be read as the Law, and the pre-existing
regulator for gender constmcts. Often when facing gender constructs, the individual is
forced to deal with a faceless , nameless entity called "society." In the real world, the
individual is suffocated by societal expectations of gender constructs. This tension is felt
by the reader and affects the characters within the book. As a patriarch, the Wizard is the
construct for the masculine norm that thrusts his expectations upon the masses. And
because of his anonymity and his ability to illicit help from others this oppressor can hide
behind his drones. Dr. Dillamond must pay extra for his train ticket, and he is only
allowed train car transpmtation because of his status within the school. His mother must
ride in a pen, along with other Animals. He also faces restrictions within the school. Dr.
Djllamond is not allowed to enter certain libraries and cannot teach certain classes
because of the "restrictions" yet he is "the most impressive biology tutor in Shiz"
(Maguire 106). These restrictions are imposed by the Wizard but enforced by parts of the
scholastic community that share his opinions.
"Such a dynamics of reversals that makes of him a be.ing of abjection and a
pharmakos, a scapegoat who having been ejected, allows the city to be freed from
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defilement" (Kristeva 84). The society of Oz seems to be on an eternal hunt for a
scapegoat. First they eject the Quadlings who find comfort in their abjection from the
mainstream society. Then they go after the Animals. Having a reputation and wealth,
Dr. Dillamond becomes a primary target. He is someone who can stand up for himself
and his voice can be heard because of his pre-established existence. At the point at which
he is murdered his voice is quieted. Elphaba then becomes a target. However, Elphaba's
memory of him and his work means that his voice is not lost. As long as someone
remembers the voice maintains its resonation and its holds within language. Maguire
addresses this. Wicked ends with Elphaba's death, but her son Liir gave witness to her,
and by placing the first chapter of Son of a Witch at the end of Wicked, Maguire
demonstrates the fact that although Elphaba is dead , her voice in not silenced because she
is remembered. Both give power to their voices by their intellectual creations. Maguire
creates a novel and Elphaba creates a son, a student. Both Wicked and Liir give power to
their creators by telling their stories.
Elphaba's quest for abjection and homogenous space is doomed by her birth. In
death, both are achieved. The body ceases to be abject, because it returns to the earth and
thu s becomes apart of everything again. The "I" abjects itself from the body and thus is
separate from everything. Therefore all the deaths within the text reach this pinnacle and
obtain both ideals. Elphaba's death is highly symbolic.
A fragment of the brush of the broom fluttered off and lit on her skirt, and
there was a run of flames in her lap, eating up the driest tinder in the
Vinkus ... Dorothy ... grabbed at a bucket of rainwater, 'I will save you!'
and she hurled the water at the Witch.

(Maguire 402)
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Dorothy's attempt to save Elphaba results in death, but the image of baptism arises in
one's mind. The question then becomes, Is this a baptism/rebirth, since it results in
death? Water is thought to cleanse, but so does fire. Yet, fire is often equated with sin.
Elphaba embodies the sins of others; she is a Christ-figure. Dorothy saves Elphaba, in
return Elphaba saves others as a martyr for their sins. Dorothy does the one thing
Elphaba could not bring herself to do and in doing so enables Elphaba to reach both
abjection and homogenous space. Although death does exhibit a potenti al for stasis; is it
the only answer? Within Wicked, Maguire responds to a realistic need; a need for
realization and recognition.
The text calls for a societal realization that is intimately mired in the things that
we are deconstructing. I bring your attention back to the scene of Elphaba's birth;
'I think it' s rotten' said the fishwife, 'It smells like dung'
'That is dung your smelling, you idiot. You 're squatting in a
cowpattie.'

(20)

Like this scene, throughout the entire book the world Elphaba lives in attempts to blame
the smell of excrement upon her, yet it never fully recognizes that it, itself, is the culprit
of the stench. Throughout history, the oppressor repeatedly casts the blame of its sins
upon the oppressed and through "repetition and recitation" the oppressed comes to
identify themselves as the incarnation of the sin (Spivak). This is personified in
Elphaba's skin color. Her skin color is often blamed upon her mother's and father's sins
but they are not marked by their sins, instead Elphaba must carry that marker. Their sins
become her burden and her damnation.
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The text also calls for a societal recognition that what we wish to abject is
inherently apart of our selves. The abjected can never truly be gone, yet the epitorrilzed
ideal would be for one to freely play with labels and self-label accordingly. These
gendered labels should allow for the self to float freely from different groupings. Thu s
by all individuals simultaneously moving from one group to another, nothing is fixed and
all is homogenous. Gender then becomes a tuner, like that of a radio, and by simply
turning the dial, tuning into a new frequency. Gender becomes a medium that transforms
constantly to suit mood. Contemporary American society yearns for non-gendered space
that allows for the freedom to explore identities differences. Maguire recognizes this
desire and has made noticeable strides by deconstructing gender constructs within his
novel Wicked: The Life and Times of the Wicked Witch of the West.

..
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